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New Courses to the CAO Handbook:

MT 915: Coaching Science and Sports Pedagogy [CIT - Cork Institute of Technology - Coaching Science & Sports Pedagogy (Honours)]

MT 930: Home Economics and Business [home-economics-business.pdf (mtu.ie)]
3 years to Hons L8 at MTU Cork with protected pathway to PME in UCC. H5 in a Lab Science or Home Economics is required for entry.

MT 946: Global Business and Pilot Studies (Restricted) [CIT - Cork Institute of Technology - Global Business and Pilot Studies]
Note there is a substantial non-standard cost associated with completing this programme as the aviation aspect of the programme is not covered by Government supports. This must be considered by all applicants.

Portfolio Submissions CCAD

How To Apply | CIT Crawford College of Art & Design

- MT820 – Contemporary Art (Ceramics/Glass/Textiles)
- MT 821 – Fine Art
- MT 822 – Photography with New Media
- MT 823 – Visual Communication

All are restricted entry courses and therefore require application prior to Feb 1st Deadline

Open Day

Open Days Cork:

Nov 8th – 12th – Online booking required Hybrid approach students welcome to campus; pre-booking and Covid Certificate is required All presentations will also be run online and these will be recorded.

[https://www.mtu.ie/opendays/cork](https://www.mtu.ie/opendays/cork)

Please note, due to public health restrictions, places are limited and attendees will need to produce their EU Covid Digital Certificate in order to gain access to the event, so early booking is strongly recommended.
**Maths Examination/ 2nd Chance Maths**

MTU Cork and Kerry Campuses holds a Mathematics examination for applicants who have expressed an interest in any of its programmes that require certain minimum levels of performance in Mathematics. The purpose of this examination is to provide such applicants with a “second chance” opportunity to achieve these minimum Mathematics entry requirements. Further details will be put on the website shortly and these exams are normally provided on the Tuesday immediately following the Round 1 offers via CAO.

**Hear and Dare Schemes**

MTU Cork and Kerry Campuses are members of both the HEAR and DARE Scheme

- Schools Liaison Officer Cork Campuses: MaryPat.OConnor@mtu.ie
- Admissions queries: AdmissionsCork@mtu.ie
The following information relates to the MTU Kerry Campus only:

**NEW to the CAO Handbook – MT 556 Bachelor of Arts in Food, Business, Innovation**

The new 3-year level 7 course will provide the knowledge and skills to promote innovation, develop new products, and foster enterprise with the key skills of branding, distribution, and sales, all underlined by sustainability.

Through practical application, this programme will equip graduates with technical skills, communication, business and presentation skills, which are required and highly valued by the industry. Graduates from the BA in Food Business Innovation programme can pursue employment opportunities in the food sector, and non-food sector, as the skills are highly transferable.

**In the CAO handbook for 2022 – but are being withdrawn/cancelled.**

MT 855 B.Sc. Hons in Construction Management

MT 755 B.Sc. in Construction Management.
**Portfolio required for MT811 and MT711 BA in Animation, Special Effects and Motion Design**

**Digital Portfolio Requirements**

For entry 2022, applicants to this course are required to submit a digital portfolio. The Portfolio is an opportunity for you to demonstrate your suitability for engaging in a creative programme. Portfolios may be submitted on-line. Further details are on the MTU website at the following link:


**Submission Date for the Digital Portfolio:**

Early Applicants must submit portfolio by 1st February at 5.15pm

**OPEN DAY in the MTU Kerry Campus**

This year we are holding the open day on the 26th of November and tickets may be booked through Eventbrite at the following link:

https://www.eventbrite.ie/e/mtu-kerry-campus-open-day-2021-tickets-191841833087

Please note, due to public health restrictions, places are limited and attendees will need to produce their EU Covid Digital Certificate in order to gain access to the event, so early booking is strongly recommended.
**Advanced Entry via CAO**

Applications for advanced entry will be processed through the CAO this year for entry in 2022. Applicants who wish to be considered for year 2 or 3 or 4 must apply via the CAO and each application will be looked at on an individual basis. Applicants may apply from the 5th of November in line with year one applicants. Please contact the Admissions Office at this number if you need any advice before applying – 066 7145638.

**Maths Examination/ 2nd Chance Maths**

MTU Cork and Kerry Campuses holds a Mathematics examination for applicants who have expressed an interest in any of its programmes that require certain minimum levels of performance in Mathematics. The purpose of this examination is to provide such applicants with a “second chance” opportunity to achieve these minimum Mathematics entry requirements. Further details will be put on the website shortly and these exams are normally provided on the Tuesday immediately following the Round 1 offers via CAO.

**HEAR and DARE Schemes:**

MTU Cork and Kerry Campuses are members of both the HEAR and DARE Scheme

**Kerry Campus Contacts:**

School Liaison Officer Kerry Campus: Carol Fitzgerald  email: Carol.Fitzgerald@mtu.ie

Admissions Officer Kerry Campus: Lucy Fitzell  email: Lucy.Fitzell@mtu.ie